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the meaning of as a whole is as a complete unit used to make a statement that relates to all the parts of something how to use
as a whole in a sentence something that exists in its entirety is whole if there are eight slices of pizza and you eat half you ve
eaten four of them if you eat the whole pizza you ve somehow managed to eat all eight slices whole meaning 1 complete or not
divided 2 used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn more whole definition 1 complete or not divided 2
used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn more meaning of as a whole in english as a whole idiom add
to word list b2 when considered as a group and not in parts the population as a whole is getting healthier smart vocabulary
related words and phrases general abstraction abstractly across the board all purpose broad by and large idiom chiefly coarse
grained essence if you refer to something as a whole you are referring to it generally and as a single unit he described the
move as a victory for the people of south africa as a whole as a whole we do not eat enough fibre in britain collins cobuild
advanced learner s dictionary the meaning of whole is free of wound or injury unhurt how to use whole in a sentence synonym
discussion of whole noun the whole assemblage of parts or elements belonging to a thing the entire quantity account extent or
number he accepted some of the parts but rejected the whole synonyms aggregate totality antonyms part a thing complete in
itself or comprising all its parts or elements whole in american english houl adjective 1 comprising the full quantity amount
extent number etc without diminution or exception entire full or total he ate the whole pie they ran the whole distance 2
containing all the elements properly belonging complete as a whole works with groups or with something that consists of parts
like a meal i don t think it works well in your sentence i would be more likely to use it to say something like as a whole the
class behaved well at the zoo but lily climbed into the lion s cage and wouldn t come out the company as a whole is doing well
when i read this i think it is telling me that the company is doing well overall and it doesn t imply to me that there are
necessarily significant negative aspects to the company all or whole for single entities we use the whole or the whole of to refer
to complete single things and events that are countable and defined the whole performance was disappointing from start to
finish or the whole of the performance was disappointing check pronunciation whole definition of whole adjective in oxford
advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
multiplying fractions is about combining parts of a whole when you multiply two fractions together you re taking a part of a
part when you multiply a fraction by a whole number you re taking multiple copies of that fraction there are 37 meanings listed
in oed s entry for the word whole ten of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation
evidence a fraction is a way of representing a part of a whole the top number is called the numerator and the bottom number is
called the denominator the numerator is the number of equal parts being counted the denominator is the number of equal
parts in one whole a whole foods diet is not a formal or commercial diet says lisa young phd rdn author of finally full finally
slim and adjunct professor at new york university rather a whole foods based adverb these are words and phrases related to as
a whole click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of as a whole wholly synonyms utterly
quite perfectly thoroughly altogether in every respect from beginning to end wholly entirely completely fully totally in toto latin
antonyms partially the differences in usage between all and whole contents with the definite article with a possessive adjective
with a singular noun with plural nouns with uncountable nouns these words often have the same meaning but they are used
differently some common synonyms of whole are all entire and total while all these words mean including everything or
everyone without exception whole implies that nothing has been omitted ignored abated or taken away
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as a whole definition meaning merriam webster May 12 2024
the meaning of as a whole is as a complete unit used to make a statement that relates to all the parts of something how to use
as a whole in a sentence

whole definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Apr 11 2024
something that exists in its entirety is whole if there are eight slices of pizza and you eat half you ve eaten four of them if you
eat the whole pizza you ve somehow managed to eat all eight slices

whole definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 10 2024
whole meaning 1 complete or not divided 2 used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn more

whole english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 09 2024
whole definition 1 complete or not divided 2 used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn more

as a whole english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 08 2024
meaning of as a whole in english as a whole idiom add to word list b2 when considered as a group and not in parts the
population as a whole is getting healthier smart vocabulary related words and phrases general abstraction abstractly across
the board all purpose broad by and large idiom chiefly coarse grained essence

as a whole definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 07 2023
if you refer to something as a whole you are referring to it generally and as a single unit he described the move as a victory for
the people of south africa as a whole as a whole we do not eat enough fibre in britain collins cobuild advanced learner s
dictionary

whole definition meaning merriam webster Nov 06 2023
the meaning of whole is free of wound or injury unhurt how to use whole in a sentence synonym discussion of whole

whole definition meaning dictionary com Oct 05 2023
noun the whole assemblage of parts or elements belonging to a thing the entire quantity account extent or number he accepted
some of the parts but rejected the whole synonyms aggregate totality antonyms part a thing complete in itself or comprising all
its parts or elements

whole definition in american english collins english dictionary Sep 04 2023
whole in american english houl adjective 1 comprising the full quantity amount extent number etc without diminution or
exception entire full or total he ate the whole pie they ran the whole distance 2 containing all the elements properly belonging
complete

on the whole vs as a whole wordreference forums Aug 03 2023
as a whole works with groups or with something that consists of parts like a meal i don t think it works well in your sentence i
would be more likely to use it to say something like as a whole the class behaved well at the zoo but lily climbed into the lion s
cage and wouldn t come out

difference as a whole vs on the whole english language Jul 02 2023
the company as a whole is doing well when i read this i think it is telling me that the company is doing well overall and it doesn
t imply to me that there are necessarily significant negative aspects to the company

all or whole cambridge grammar cambridge dictionary Jun 01 2023
all or whole for single entities we use the whole or the whole of to refer to complete single things and events that are countable
and defined the whole performance was disappointing from start to finish or the whole of the performance was disappointing

whole adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Apr 30 2023
check pronunciation whole definition of whole adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

multiplying fractions and whole numbers video khan academy Mar 30 2023
multiplying fractions is about combining parts of a whole when you multiply two fractions together you re taking a part of a
part when you multiply a fraction by a whole number you re taking multiple copies of that fraction
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whole adj n adv meanings etymology and more oxford Feb 26 2023
there are 37 meanings listed in oed s entry for the word whole ten of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for
definitions usage and quotation evidence

understand fractions faq article khan academy Jan 28 2023
a fraction is a way of representing a part of a whole the top number is called the numerator and the bottom number is called
the denominator the numerator is the number of equal parts being counted the denominator is the number of equal parts in
one whole

what is a whole foods diet benefits risks food list and more Dec 27 2022
a whole foods diet is not a formal or commercial diet says lisa young phd rdn author of finally full finally slim and adjunct
professor at new york university rather a whole foods based

as a whole 53 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Nov 25 2022
adverb these are words and phrases related to as a whole click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the
definition of as a whole wholly synonyms utterly quite perfectly thoroughly altogether in every respect from beginning to end
wholly entirely completely fully totally in toto latin antonyms partially

all whole usingenglish com Oct 25 2022
the differences in usage between all and whole contents with the definite article with a possessive adjective with a singular
noun with plural nouns with uncountable nouns these words often have the same meaning but they are used differently

whole synonyms 159 similar and opposite words merriam Sep 23 2022
some common synonyms of whole are all entire and total while all these words mean including everything or everyone without
exception whole implies that nothing has been omitted ignored abated or taken away
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